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WHAT HAPPENED IN CRYPTO LAST WEEK

Many cryptocurrencies saw their fifth straight week of
gains thanks to a back-half rally last week. Bitcoin topped
the psychologically important US$50,000 level over night
last night. It is currently trading just below that now in the
high US$49,000s.
While Ether did not fare as well, ending the week down
slightly, other altcoins stood out such as Cardano
(+31%), Pokadot (+19%) and Solana (+34%).
After breaching US$2T last week, total cryptocurrency
market capitalization continued to gain last week, topping
US$2.2T currently. Bitcoin comprises US$930B of that
value.

ALTCOIN HEADLINES

EtherRock NFTs Rocketing

Move the Hacker In-House
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cheapest EtherRock available was selling for
321.12 Ether, or US$1.05 million.

Trade More Alts Today
Interested in trading altcoins not offered on
Bitvo? Fund your Bitvo account, purchase
BTC or ETH and then transfer it to a platform
offering the desired token.

NEWSWORTHY BITS

Walmart Joins the Party

Who’s In?

Increased Institutional Funds
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PayPal to Offer Crypto in UK

Visa Jumps into NFT’s

PayPal is rolling out its crypto offerings

Recently, Visa made the purchase of a

outside of the United States for the first

female CryptoPunk, CryptoPunk 7610,

time.

which cost them approximately
US$150,000.

Beginning this week, customers in the
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BITVO’S CRYPTO TECHNICAL ANALYSIS SCORE

For more technical analysis
scores and indicators, sign
in to your Bitvo account at
www.bitvo.com
Contact us to start trading!
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this report has been compiled by Bitvo Inc. (“Bitvo”) from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person as
to its accuracy, completeness or correctness. All opinions and estimates contained in this report constitute Bitvo’s judgement as of the date of this report, are subject to change without notice and are provided in good faith but
without legal responsibility. Nothing in this report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice or individually tailored investment advice. This material is prepared for general circulation to clients and has been prepared without
regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The Bull and Bear symbols represent relatively favourable or unfavourable technical indicators, respectively, and the presence or absence
of these symbols and any language pertaining to these symbols does not represent any advice, representation or guidance from Bitvo as to whether you should buy, sell or hold any cryptocurrency. The cryptocurrencies or
services contained in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that you consult an independent advisor if you are in doubt about the suitability of such cryptocurrencies or services. This report is not an offer
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. The cryptocurrency market is volatile
and rapidly changing and, as a result, the latest published reports available to clients may not reflect recent material changes. Bitvo reports are current only as of the date set forth on the reports. This report is not, and under no
circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer in that
jurisdiction. To the full extent permitted by law neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this report or the information
contained herein. No matter contained in this document may be reproduced or copied by any means without the prior consent of Bitvo. The technical analysis score, technical indicators and other data and information contained
on the above technical analysis have been compiled and prepared by Bitvo from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Bitvo, its affiliates or any other person as to
their accuracy, completeness or correctness. This information is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. To the full extent permitted by law, neither Bitvo nor any of its affiliates, nor any other person,
accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages arising from any use of this technical analysis or the information contained herein.

